
Lecture 5
Variables and Identifiers

Daily Puzzle

• Place 10 lumps of sugar in 3 cups so there 
would be an odd number of lumps in every 
cup.



Announcements

• Lecture sequence on the course outline is changed 
slightly
- Week 3 is Expressions and Logic
- Week 4 is Branches and Bugs/Defensive Programming
- The textbook is in the correct order

• Second-degree & mature students study group
- Tuesday Sept 29, 9:00 AM, Reynolds 312

• Side-Quest study group
- Mondays from 2:30-4:00 in 1303 & 1305 Science 
Complex Labs in the hallway behind Second Cup
- Bring your pi and any project ideas you have

Q&A

• Do you have a question?
(I may have an answer)



Data

• Programs are about performing calculations 
and manipulating data. 

• Information needs to be stored.

• In memory.

Memory

• RAM - random access memory.

• Managed by the operating system.

• Languages use different types of memory.



Memory

• Static: global variable storage, permanent for 
the entire run of the program.

• Stack: local variable storage (continuous 
memory).

• Heap: dynamic storage (large pool of 
memory, not allocated in contiguous order).

Memory - the stack

adding to 
the stacka stack is like a PEX dispenser

adoy

redav push

removing from 
the stack

adoy
redav

pop redav



Memory

#include <stdio.h>
double Pi = 3.14159;
int main()
{
    double area, radius;
    printf(“Circle radius: “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &radius);
    area = Pi * radius * radius;
    printf(“The area is %lf\n”, area);
    return 0;
}

stack

static memory

Pi

area

radius

main()

What is a variable?

• A variable is a storage location.

• It has a name and type associated with it.

• When a variable is created a piece of storage 
is associated with it.



Making a variable

• In C, variables must be created before they 
are used.

• This process is known as variable declaration.

• A variable is created by giving it a name and 
associating a type with it.

Making a variable

• For example, an integer variable can be created 
thus:

int area;
type name or identifier



Making a variable

area
val=?

MEMORY

Multiple variables

• When groups of variables have the same 
datatype, they can be grouped together.

double area;
double perimeter;

can be replaced by:

double area, perimeter;



Identifier length

• Short names are easier to type, but may suffer 
from a lack of meaning.

 i, a, r

versus

 index, area, ratio

Identifiers in C

• Variable name must begin with a letter or 
underscore _.

• The variable may contain letters, underscores 
or digits.

• No blanks, commas or special characters, e.g. 
&, #, !, ?



Identifiers in C

• C is case sensitive, e.g.

 PI, Pi, pI, pi

• Watch out for “O”/0, 1/I/l, “S”/5

 NO15Y = N0ISY + 1

CamelCase

• Use camel case, where  words are joined 
without spaces, and each word is capitalized 
within the compound.

 CountOdd, AirTemperature



An example

• Find an identifier to describe a variable to 
hold the number of bacteria grown in a 
culture.

! bacteria
! NumBacteria
! PopBacteria
! nBacteria

An example

• The latter is a good choice:

! NBacteria
! nBacteria
! N_Bacteria



An example

• Some not so ideal names?

Number_of_Bacteria   too long!
B                    too short, not descriptive
No_Bacteria          may imply none!
Nbacteriainculture   too confusing!!

Making a variable

• The type of an object in C describes the way in 
which a chunk of memory is associated with a 
value.



Making a variable

• There are four basic datatypes in C:

! int 
! float 
! double 
! char

Data is always a number

• Launching the shuttle relies on numbers.

• Finance rely on numbers.

• Digital pictures are combinations of numbers.

• Every piece of information is stored in C as a 
number.



34

98

e.g. Colour pictures

e.g. Characters

• The letter m is a character, BUT is represented 
on computers as an ASCII value.

• It’s ASCII value is 109 - and it’s this number that 
is used to store it.

 01101101



integers

• Integers are the backbone of programming.

• They are whole numbers, i.e. they have NO 
decimal part.

• The core integer is the int.

integers

• Integers are precise.

• 1 + 1 always equals 2.

• Integers require less storage than floating-point 
numbers.



The l o n g  and short of it

• Integers in C can be of different sizes.

• Smaller integers take up less storage.

The l o n g  and short of it

• Three other sizes apart from the normal int:

 short, long, long long

• These are size qualifiers



The l o n g  and short of it

short      -32768...32767

int        -2147483648...2147483647

long       -9223372036854775808...
            9223372036854775807

long long  -9223372036854775808...
            9223372036854775807

The l o n g  and short of it

• An example of a long integer is:

! long prime;

• This declares a variable named prime to store a 
long integer.

• It can have any value from 
-9223372036854775808 to
 9223372036854775807



The l o n g  and short of it

• Short isn’t used that much.

• Depending on the system, int and long may be 
the same.

• long long is VERY large.

• But... only really works on a 64-bit system 
(nowadays often the same as long)

Signed

• Integers come in two basic forms: signed and 
unsigned.

• Integers are signed by default.

• The term unsigned implies that the int can only 
hold positive values.



The l o n g  and short of it

• For example:
 unsigned int prime; 

• The variable prime can hold numbers 
 0..4294967295

Signed

int                -2147483648...2147483647
unsigned short      0..65535
unsigned int        0..4294967295
unsigned long       0..18446744073709551615
unsigned long long  0..264-1



Why SO MANY integers?

• Calculating factorials: n!

• Factorials grow really fast.

1, 1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 
40320, 362880, 3628800, 39916800, 
479001600, 6227020800, 87178291200, 
1307674368000, 20922789888000, 
355687428096000, 6402373705728000, 
121645100408832000

Why SO MANY integers?

• 13! is 6227020800, which is 1932053505 digits 
too short to store in an unsigned int.

• We have to use another larger integer.



Floating-point types

• Real numbers - numbers with fractional 
components.

• There are three types of floating-point 
numbers:

 float, double, long double

float

• A float represents a single-precision floating-
point number.

• For example:

! float pi;
! pi = 3.14159;



double

• floats have limited precision. i.e. Their accuracy 
is curtailed.

• A double represents twice as much precision as 
a float.

 double pi;
! pi = 3.141592653589793;

Precision

• Precision is the number of significant decimal 
places that a floating value carries.

float pi = 3.14159265358979323846
double PI = 3.14159265358979323846



Precision

• Print them to 20 decimal places:

pi = 3.14159274101257324218
PI = 3.14159265358979355369

• float is accurate to 6 decimal places, double to 
15.

Precision

• Range describes the limits of the largest and 
smallest positive floating point values.

float           10-37 to 1038

double          10-307 to 10308

long double    10-4931 to 104932



float vs. double

• The only real difference is that double is more 
accurate than float.

• Accuracy is reduced after numerous arithmetic 
operations.

• Safest to use double if accuracy is critical.

char

• Characters are integers.

• C provides a datatype called char to store 
characters.

• For example to declare a variable c to store a 
single character:

 char c;



char

• To assign a value to c:
 c = ‘A’;

• We are not actually assigning a letter.

• The assignment statement assigns the 
“number” associated with the character ‘A’ to 
the variable c.

char

• Uses the ASCII tables of values, where ‘A’ has 
the value 65.



At the end...

int

long

long long

float

double

8-bits


